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Abstract 
 
Efforts to simulate archaeological excavations typically include the seeding of objects in plastic 
tubs, sandboxes, and even cakes. Although these activities may spark excitement among 
students at the discovery of artifacts, they are often simple caricatures of the methods employed 
in actual archaeological investigations. Far worse, this treasure-hunting approach tends to 
reinforce the quest for “things” while also undermining key aspects of excavation that educators 
hope to instill, namely, the importance of context and provenience in making sense of these 
same objects. Simply eliminating the dirt mitigates much of the problem by directing student 
interest toward observing, recording, and interpreting different archaeological materials. Instead 
of a seeded sand box, the highlighted activity utilizes craft paper units, unprovenienced artifacts, 
and painted features to simulate modern, historic, and prehistoric residential deposits. While 
highly effective in introducing students to basic artifact recovery and interpretation, this 
approach is also very flexible and can be easily modified to suit different age groups, time 
constraints, and a variety of course goals.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
As a follow-up to the SAAs workshop on teaching archaeology in the 21st century, Bender and 
Smith (1998) summarized a set of skills and principles recommended for a modified 
undergraduate curriculum in archaeology. Based heavily on the SAA’s ethical principles, these 
curriculum reforms emphasize stewardship, diverse pasts, social relevance, ethics and values, 
written and oral communication, and basic archaeological skills. The current activity focuses 
most heavily on the last of these principles—basic archaeological skills—as it emphasizes the 
importance of systematic recovery and context in the interpretation of archaeological materials. 
A second valuable outcome of this activity is its utility for public outreach, particularly in the 
instruction of teachers and students in grades 3-12. 
 
This activity derives heavily from Paul Thistle’s (2012) recent publication, “Archaeology 
Excavation Simulation: Correcting the Emphasis.” A museum educator, Paul developed this 
simulation to mitigate many of the challenges associated with teaching middle-school aged 
students through the seeding of a sandbox with artifacts; namely, when confronted with boxes 
of dirt, most students focus on digging down in hopes of discovering objects, making it almost 
impossible to reinforce the importance of systematic recovery and context in the interpretation of 
the recovered artifacts. By eliminating the dirt, students learn to focus on where an object is 
found and with what it is associated. 
 
Despite working in the same building with Paul while he was at Beloit College, I was unaware of 
this activity until recently. The current iteration of the simulation was developed in response to a 
request from the Rock County Historical Society for an archaeology-related activity for their 
summer history camp. Searching for an alternative to a “sandbox” excavation, I consulted Bill 
Green, Director of Beloit College’s Logan Museum of Anthropology, who recommended Paul’s 
publication. While it took a little initial convincing that archaeology could be taught without dirt, 
the historical society has fully embraced this activity, and it is now a regular component of the 
summer history camp. In developing my own version of the "dig" simulation, I elaborated on 



Paul’s original design to include a larger area with realistic associations so that it was also 
suitable for college students. It is now a regular component of my introductory archaeology 
course. It is also proven useful in my mid-level methods course in instructing and reinforcing 
mapping techniques prior to conducting test excavations on campus. 
 
 
THE SIMULATION  
 
Creating the Site  
 
The simulation activity, as presented here, consists of the “excavation” of 16 units, each 
measuring 75 x 75 cm, rather than 1 x 1 m. The smaller size of the excavation units reduces the 
spatial needs for the activity, while still providing a sufficient area in which to create meaningful 
artifact and feature distributions. The corners of each excavation unit are marked with a small 
wooden stand created by screwing a 1-inch dowel onto a 4 x 4” block of wood. Some added 
realism can be achieved by placing a small nail in the top of each dowel to allow for stringing of 
the unit. Additionally, if the activity is taken outdoors, the unit corners can be anchored to the 
ground by drilling holes in the wood blocks and securing them with long nails.  
 
Each unit includes three levels representing modern, historic, and prehistoric occupations. A 
level or occupation is created using period-appropriate artifacts and associated “features” 
rendered in water color on brown craft paper. To set up a unit, the level (paper) is first laid down 
and the associated objects are placed across its surface. For added authenticity, these objects 
can be distributed to suggest meaningful associations with a hearth, stone tool manufacturing 
area, artifact traps, etc. This “deposit” is then covered with a second sheet of craft paper 
representing the next “level”. When viewed together, these 16 units constitute parts of three 
temporally-distinct households dating roughly to the 1970s, the late-1800’s, and the Late 
Prehistoric.  
 
 
Excavating and Interpreting the Site 
 
Before excavating, students are given instructions as to how to properly “dig” their units, which 
can be reinforced through handouts. For example, students should first observe their excavation 
unit to get a sense of what objects and features are present and how they are distributed across 
the unit floor. They are also encouraged to look at adjacent units to see how their unit may 
relate to the rest of the site. A basic excavation form helps to guide students through the activity 
by prompting them for general site information, as well as artifact locations, identifications, and 
interpretations. The importance of artifact provenience can be further reinforced through the use 
of tags that accompany each artifact as it is removed from the unit and bagged.  
 
Pairs of students “excavate” each level by removing the overlying sheets of craft paper and 
exposing the artifacts and features on the unit floor. They then map each object and feature 
using a designated corner as the unit datum; most units involve at least 10 mapping points, 
whether artifacts or locations on a feature boundary. Once mapped, each artifact is then 
described and placed in a bag along with an artifact tag. All of the completed forms are 
collected, scanned, and used in subsequent classes to highlight the patterns identified in 
individual units as well as the site as a whole. Their compiled excavation forms also prove 
useful in continuing discussions of methods, such as how our understanding of the site would 
differ had we employed biased sampling or random sampling.  
 



Typically, most college student teams are able to complete a level in an hour-long class. 
Inevitably, some students catch on more quickly and complete their first level faster than their 
peers. Including at least two levels in the simulation thus ensures that all students get through at 
least one level, while allowing more efficient students to engage with less familiar materials.  
 
 
Targeting the Activity 
 
One of the benefits of this activity is its flexibility when engaging students of different ages. 
Originally, I developed this particular set of materials as part of a public outreach effort targeting 
middle-school aged students. However, with very little modification, it has also proven very 
useful in both my introductory and mid-level college courses. The primary differences are in 
students’ ability to recognize artifacts from different time periods, to connect different artifact 
associations to past behavior, and in the amount of assistance needed to map their units.  
 
College Students. Through this simulation, I have also come to recognize some of the 
knowledge that I generally take for granted when working with college students; namely, that 
they recognize artifacts well. Consequently, I now preface the simulation with a simple lab in 
which we look at different artifact classes and also objects in different degrees of fragmentation, 
such as a whole brick, partial brick, and small brick fragments. This preliminary lab greatly 
improves students’ ability to identify objects in the simulation and reduces the amount of 
assistance needed during the activity.  
 
Middle School Students.  The modern materials work very well when working with young 
students, as they can more readily recognize and interpret these objects. Yet these younger 
students tend to associate objects with very basic functions and contexts. For example, a cup is 
used for drinking and must therefore indicate a kitchen. To highlight the importance of context, I 
now preface our excavation with a short activity on artifact associations. For this initial exercise, 
six boxes of objects, each including a drinking cup, are placed around the room. Each box also 
contains other objects associated with different spaces in which one might encounter a plastic 
cup: a bathroom is represented by a toothbrush, soap dish, bandages, and a hair curler; a 
bedroom by a child’s book, a necklace, a stuffed animal, and a nightlight; and recycling by an 
assortment of damaged plastic containers. The students really enjoy moving from box to box, 
trying to puzzle out what these objects mean. It also very positively affects the way they think 
about the associations of objects in their excavation units. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The archaeological simulation described here is proving to be a highly successful way of 
introducing students to basic artifact recovery and interpretation. It is also very flexible and can 
be easily modified to suit different age groups, time constraints, and a variety of course goals. 
While requiring an investment in assembling appropriate artifacts, cutting and painting the craft 
paper levels, setting up and taking down the units, and storing the materials, this activity is well 
worth the effort. By simply eliminating the dirt, students gain a much better sense of what it 
means to observe, record, and interpret different archaeological materials. 
 
Engaging with this simulation has also made me more aware of how I teach archaeology. 
Working with students through this activity, I now recognize many assumptions I have regarding 
what they know about objects and how they understand their meaning. This has led to the 



development of additional classroom activities, and put me on a path to a more active and 
engaged approach to teaching archaeology. 
 
Lastly, through the simulation, I have come to value the expertise of the Logan Museum staff in 
the development of object-based programming. Before being asked to help with the local history 
camp, it had not occurred to me to consult with the museum staff regarding activities that 
involve archaeological materials. However, through this public outreach effort, I became much 
more aware of the knowledge and experience of museum staff and how they can be used to 
improve my teaching of basic archaeological skills.  
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